Abstract Q-operators for generalised eight vertex models associated to higher spin representations of the Sklyanin algebra are constructed by Baxter's first method and Fabricius's method, when the anisotropy parameter is rational.
Introduction
This paper is a continuation of [T4] , in which we constructed a Q-operator of the highger spin generalisation of the eight vertex model. In the present paper we construct the Q-operator of the same model with a rational anisotropy parameter η, following Baxter's 1972 paper [B1] and Fabricius's paper [F] .
Baxter [B1] introduced the Q-operator as an auxiliary tool to find eigenvalues of the transfer matrix of the eight vertex model. Its fundamental property is the T Q-relation, T (u)Q(u) = Q(u)T (u) = h − (u)Q(u − 2η) + h + (u)Q(u + 2η), with the transfer matrix T (u), the commutativity with itself, [Q(u) , Q(u ′ )] = 0, and the quasi-periodicity with respect to the shift of the spectral parameter u → u + 1, u → u + τ .
We constructed such an operator for the higher spin eight vertex models in [T4] , following Baxter's 1973 paper [B2] and his book [B3] , when the number of sites N was even. This model is defined by spin l representations of the Sklyanin algebra [S1] , [S2] and has been studied by the author in [T1] , [T2] , [T3] by means of the generalised algebraic Bethe Ansatz of Takhtajan and Faddeev [TF] . The results of [T4] not only confirmed the results obtained by the algebraic Bethe Ansatz in [T1] , but also proved the sum rule of Behte roots conjectured in [T2] .
In the present paper we show that Baxter's very first construction of the Q-operator in [B1] and Fabricius's new construction in [F] (see also [Roa2] ) can be applied to the higher spin model with a rational anisotropy parameter. Recall that in [T1] and [T2] the generalised Bethe Ansatz was shown to be applicable to the higher spin model under the assumption, Nl ∈ Z, but our construction of the Q-operator in [T4] was valid only for even N. In particular, the case when the number of sites N is odd and the spin l is an integer was excluded in [T4] , while the generalised Bethe Ansatz was applied in [T1] and [T2] to such a case as well. We show that Baxter's construction in [B1] gives the Q-operator also in this case. Thus we fill the gap between the generalised Bethe Ansatz and the Q-operator approach for the higher spin model.
As was pointed out by Fabricius and McCoy in [FM1] , Baxter's 1972 construction has a weak point. In [B1] the Q-operator Q(u) was defined by Q(u) = Q R (u) Q R (u 0 ) −1 , where Q R (u) is an intermediate object in the construction and u 0 is a point, at which Q R (u) is invertible. Fabricius and McCoy found numerically that Q R (u) might be degenerate for certain η, which means that this construction cannot be applied.
We do not touch upon this problem and assume that Q R (u) is nondegenerate at generic u. The reason is not because we think this problem negligible, but, on the contrary, because it requires serious study, to which another article should be devoted. Anyway, according to [FM2] , either Baxter's or Fabricius's construction works for any rational anisotropy parameter 1 .
What is remarkable in our construction is that Baxter's and Fabricius's methods work almost just as they are, although they seem to make use of special form of matrix elements. This paper is organised as follows: in §2 we recall the model introduced in [T1] by defining its transfer matrix and general strategy of the construction 1 The normalisation of theta functions by Fabricius and McCoy in [FM1] , [FM2] , [FM3] and that by Sklyanin in [S2] differs by a modular transformation. (See the explicit form of the R-matrix, (A.5) in this paper.) Since we use Sklyanin's normalisation, our cases correspond to m 1 = 0 in [FM1] .
of the Q-operator, which is essentially due to Baxter [B1] : First we construct an operator Q R (u) which satisfies the T Q-relation (2.5) as the trace of a product of auxiliary operators S(u). Then by transposing Q R (u) (in our case, by taking the Hermitian adjoint with respect to the Sklyanin form) we obtain an operator Q L (u) satisfying the QT -relation (2.6). Operators Q R (u) and Q L (u) satisfy the commutation relation (3.24), from which follows the definition of the Q-operator, (3.31).
In §3 we construct a Q-operator, following Baxter's 1972 paper [B1] , and in §4 we follow essentially Fabricius's paper [F] . The auxiliary operatorvalued matrix S(u) in §3 is tridiagonal in ordinary sense (3.1) and S(u) in §4 is a tridiagonal matrix as a matrix with cyclic indices (4.1).
In §4 we made a slight and technical modification to Fabricius's construction by using the results in our old work [T1] , [T2] . This modification gives an interpretation of Baxter's strategy in [B1] from the viewpoint of the generalised algebraic Bethe Ansatz by Takhtajan and Faddeev [TF] : Baxter used a "half" of the Gauss decomposition of the gauge transfromation matrix in the generalised algebraic Bethe Ansatz. See Remark 4.1.
Sklyanin's unitary operators U 1 and U 3 commute with Q-operators constructed in §3 and §4 up to shifts of the spectral parameter and a constant multiplication, as is proved in §3.4 and §4.3.
We make several concluding remarks with comments on related works in the final section §5.
All the necessary facts about the Sklyanin algebra are collected in Appendix A. In the proof of the commutation relation of Q R and Q L we need to compute the Sklyanin form (a scalar product in the space of theta functions) of several vectors, using Rosengren's results [Ros1] and [Ros2] . We summarise necessary results in Appendix B.
Notations
Throughout this paper we use the following notations and symbols.
• N ∈ Z >0 : the number of sites.
• l ∈ 1 2 Z >0 : the spin of the representation at each site. We assume that Nl ∈ Z. Namely, if l is a half integer, then N should be even.
• τ ∈ iR >0 ; the elliptic modulus, which is purely imaginary.
• η = r
, 1 2(2l + 1) (r, r ′ ∈ Z, r > 0): the anisotropy parameter.
• The notations for the theta functions are the same as those in Mumford's book [Mu] (cf. Sklyanin's papers [S1] , [S2] ):
(cf. Jacobi's notation (e.g., [WW] ):
• We denote θ 11 (z, τ ) by [z] for simplicity.
•
• The Pauli matrices are defined as usual:
Definition of the model and the Q-operator
In this section we review the higher spin generalisation of the eight vertex model, which was studied in [T1] , [T2] , [T4] . Normalisations are the same as in [T4] . For notations see Appendix A. The local state spaces are the spin l representation space of the Sklyanin algebra (l ∈ 1 2
00 . The total Hilbert space H is their tensor product:
while the auxiliary space V 0 is a two-dimensional space:
where tr 0 is the trace over the space V 0 and the L-operator L n (u) ∈ End C (H⊗ V 0 ) is defined by a representation of the Sklyanin algebra on H,
When the spin l is 1/2, the transfer matrix T (u) is essentially that of the eight vertex model. As usual, the RLL-relation (A.1) leads to the commutativity of the transfer matrix:
As in the previous paper [T4] , our goal in this article is to construct a Q-operator Q(u), an operator satisfying the commutation relations:
where the functions h ± (u) are defined by
We apply two methods to this model, one by Baxter [B1] and the other by Fabricius [F] (see also [Roa2] ). Their main strategies are essentially the same, which is due to Baxter [B1] .
1. First we construct the "Q R -operator" of the form
The matrix size r 0 for the first method is r, while r 0 = 2r for the second method. (Recall that r is a factor of the denominator of η = r ′ 2lr .)
2. The product T (u)Q R (u) has the form
where the tensor product of L n (u) and
If there exists a (2r 0 × 2r 0 )-matrix M with scalar elements, such that
then we have
We derive the T Q-relation (2.5) from (2.13) by using explicit forms of A(u) and D(u).
3. The Q L -operator which satisfies the QT -relation (2.6) is obtained as an adjoint to Q R with a change of the spectral parameter.
The commutativity
is shown by computing the matrix elements of its both sides explicitly.
The
, where u 0 is chosen so that Q R (u 0 ) and Q L (u 0 ) are invertible. The existence of such u 0 will not be discussed in this paper. (For the eight vertex model, detailed study of degeneracy of Q R (u) is in [FM1] .)
The commutation relations (2.5), (2.6) and (2.7) follow automatically from (2.5) for
6. The Q-operator is quasi-periodic in the spectral parameter u. The shift of u is equivalent to multipication with involutions U 3 The Q-operatorà la Baxter (1972) In this section we construct the Q-operator for the higher spin eight vertex model, following the strategy sketched in §2 with r 0 = r. In this construction, the matrix S(u) (2.11) is of the form,
Construction of Q R
As in Appendix C of [B1] , we may assume that the matrix M in (2.12) has the form
where
..,r is the r × r-matrix unit andM i ′′ is an upper triangular 2 × 2-matrix,
Note that the inverse of M is of the following form:
The problem of constructing S and M satisfying (2.12) reduces to finding
• an operator S i ′′ j ′′ , the image of which belongs to the kernel of the (1,2)-element ofM
Let us denote the elements of the L-operator as follows:
Then, the elements of
have the following form:
Substituting the expression (3.5), we have
When we choose p i ′′ and p j ′′ as (3.12)
(λ ∈ C is a parameter), the operator β i ′′ ,j ′′ (3.11) is degenerate with a null vector
, where the notation [z; a] 2l is defined by (1.2). This vector is transformed by the actions of α i ′′ ,j ′′ and δ i ′′ ,j ′′ as follows.
Let us set λ = 2(2j ′′ − 1)lη:
Then, as we mentioned above, β j ′′ ±1,j ′′ is degenerate. In addition β 1,1 and β r,r are also degenerate, since p 0 = p 1 and p r = p r+1 because of the evenness and the periodicity of theta functions. (Recall 2lrη = r ′ ∈ Z.) It is easy to check that (3.14) and (3.15) hold not only for i ′′ = j ′′ ± 1 but also for
Therefore, defining an operator
..,r is the standard basis of C r ) with generic parameters τ kj ′′ and
(cf. (3.1)), we obtain the operator-valued matrix S(u) (2.11) satisfying (2.12). It follows from (3.14) and (3.15) that the operators A(u) and D(u) in (2.12) are
. Thus the equation (2.13) reduces to the T Q-relation,
with the functions h ± (u) defined by (2.8).
Hermitian conjugate and Q L
The operator Q L (u) satisfying the "QT "-relation (2.6) is constructed in a similar way as in [T4] with the help of the Sklyanin form (A.11). The proof of the equation (3.24) in [T4] shows that the adjoint operator of the transfer matrix T (u) with respect to the Sklyanin form on H satisfies
(When N is even, this is (3.24) in [T4] .) Therefore, if we define the Hermitian structure of C r by (e i , e j ) = δ ij , the adjoint of (3.20) with −ū instead of u gives
⊗N satisfies the QT -relation (2.6):
3.3 Commutation relation of Q R and Q L Next we prove the commutation relation of Q R (u) and Q L (u),
Since the operator Q R (u) acts on the basis vector of C r as
Hence, as in Appendix C of [B1] (see also [FM2] ), if we can find a matrix
, which proves the commutation relation (3.24).
Using the results by Rosengren, [Ros1] and [Ros2] (see Appendix B), we can compute the non-zero elements of W (j, i|u, v) explicitly:
The functions F and G are defined by (B.2) and (B.3) in Appendix B respectively and constants w Table 1 and 
where t m is defined by the recurrence relation:
We have to show (3.26), which is equivalent to (3.30)
by virtue of (3.27) and (3.28). Non-trivial cases of the left hand side of (3.30) expressed in t m 's are listed in Table 3 .
Comparing Table 2 and Table 3 and using properties of the function G, (B.4) 2 and (B.5), we can show (3.30). Thus the commutation relation (3.24) has been proved. If there exists u 0 ∈ C such that Q R (u 0 ) and Q L (u 0 ) are non-degenerate, multiplying Q R (u 0 ) −1 from the right and Q L (u 0 ) −1 from the left to (3.24) (u ′ = u 0 ), we obtain the Q-operator
which satisfies the T Q-and QT -relations, (2.5) and (2.6), because of (3.20) and (3.23). Commutativity (2.7) is a direct consequence of (3.24). Non-degeneracy of Q R (u) and Q L (u) is quite non-trivial, as is discussed in [FM1] (see also [FM2] , [FM3] ), which showed that Q R (u) has a large kernel for certain values of η and N. This problem would be discussed in a separate paper.
Quasi-periodicity of the Q-operator
The unitary operators U 1 and U 3 , (A.15), act on f ± (λ, u, z), (3.13), as follows.
Hence, acting U a on (3.17), we obtain (3.33)
(Recall that 8l 2 rη ∈ 2Z.) The quasi-periodicity of Q R (u) with respect to u → u + 1 is derived directly from (3.33), because of the definitions (2.9) and (2.10):
In order to derive the quasi-periodicity with respect to u → u+τ , a similarity transformation of S(u) by a diagonal matrix (3.36)
is necessary. This transformation does not change Q R (u) thanks to tr C r in (2.9) and cancels the factors in (3.33) depending on i ′′ and j ′′ . Thus we obtain
The quasi-periodicity of Q L (u) is proved by taking the Hermitian adjoint of relations (3.35) and (3.37). For any vectors Φ ∈ H and v ∈ (C 2l+1 ) ⊗N , we have
by the definition (3.22) of Q L (u) and the unitarity of U a .
As for the operator U 1 , we have U ⊗N 1 Q R (−ū) = e −N πil Q R (−ū+1) because of (3.35). Note that f ± (λ, u + 2, z) = f ± (λ, u, z), which implies Q R (u + 2) = Q R (u) by virtue of (2.9) and (3.17). Therefore the right hand side of (3.38) is equal to Φ, e −N πil Q R (−ū + 1)v H = Φ, e −N πil Q R (−ū − 1)v H . Taking the Hermitian adjoint of the operator again, we obtain Q L (u)U
As for the operator U 3 , the composition U ⊗N 3 Q R (−ū) in (3.38) becomes e N lπi(τ −1)−2N lπiū Q R (−ū + τ ). Because τ is purely imaginary, −ū + τ = −(u + τ ). The Hermitian adjoint is, by the definition (3.22), e N lπi(τ −1)+2N lπi+2N lπiu Q L (u+ τ ). Using the assumption Nl ∈ Z again, we have
Since (3.35) and (3.39), (3.37) and (3.40) have pairwise the same coefficients in the right hand side, these quasi-periodicity relations for Q R (u) and Q L (u) give the quasi-periodicity of the Q-operator,
The Q-operatorà la Fabricius
Here we construct the Q-operator of the same model in a different way, following [F] . The strategy is almost the same as in §3. The matrix S(u) has the form (4.1)
instead of (3.1) 3 . Correspondingly, we use a different matrix M, (3.4). Since the trace of a product of an odd number of matrices of the above form is trivially zero, we have to assume that N is even.
Construction of Q R
The essential idea in §3 was to make one of off-diagonal elements of M −1 (L(u)⊗ S(u))M in (2.12) zero, which was a consequence of degeneracy of an offdiagonal element of the twisted L-matrixM
. We used such twisting (or gauge transformation) when we applied Takhtajan-Faddeev's generalised Bethe Ansatz in [TF] to the model ( [T1] and [T2] ), or when we constructed the Q-operator by the method of Baxter's 1973 paper [B2] 
([T4]).
In this section we use the matrix M λ (v) in (3.1) of [T4] (cf. also [T1] , [T2] 4 ) as the gauge transformation matrixM of the L-matrix.
) .
Remark 4.1. In fact, the lower triangular part of the Gauss decomposition of M λ (v) is essentially equal to the transpose of (3.3) in Baxter's method in §3.
There the conditions p 0 = p 1 and p r = p r+1 require v to be zero, which makes M λ (v) degenerate and the Gauss decomposition diverges. Nevertheless a part of this Gauss decomposition survives and gives the matrixM i ′′ in §3.1, (3.3). Let us quote several formulae from the previous work [T4] . The action of the elements of the twisted L-matrix
on a vector (a function) in Θ 4l++ 00
is as follows ((3.6) and (3.8) of [T4] ):
Note that Then, when i ′′ = j ′′ ± 1 (mod r), the matrix elements α i ′′ ,j ′′ , γ i ′′ ,j ′′ , δ i ′′ ,j ′′ of the twisted L-matrix in (3.6) act on ω ±λ 0 ±4j ′′ lη (u; ±v) as follows: (4.10)
({e k } k=1,...,2r is the standard basis of C 2r ) and
(that is to say, S(u) is of the form (4.1)), we have (cf. (2.12))
where M is defined by (4.14)
The matrices A(u) and D(u) in (4.13) are
. Therefore, as in §3, we obtain the relation (2.13), which reduces to the T Q-relation (3.20) with the same coefficients h ± (u) as before.
Q L and its commutation relation with Q R
The construction of the operator Q L is exactly the same as in §3.2. Namely, the operator defined by (3.22) satisfies the QT -relation (3.23).
As in §3.3, we need to show the commutation relation of Q R (u) and Q L (u ′ ), (3.24). The strategy of the proof is the same as in §3.3: Find a matrix Y satisfying (3.26) for the matrix W (j, i|u, v) defined by (3.25).
The matrix elements W (j, i|u, v)
i ′′′ i ′′ (v)e i in the matrix W (j, i|u, v) are non-zero only when j ′′′ = j ′′ ±1 (mod 2r) and i ′′′ = i ′′ ±1 (mod 2r) and have the following form by the formula (B.6): Table 4 and Table 5 .
To find a diagonal matrix 
we have to solve the following four series of equations:
It is easy to show that the equation (4.21) is equivalent to (4.18) and the equation (4.20) is equivalent to (4.19) . Hence what we need to solve is the system (4.18) and (4.19), namely the system of linear difference equations,
The compatibility condition of this sytem is (4.24)
which is readily checked. We need solutions of the linear system satisfying the periodic boundary condition:
Hereafter we assume (4.28)
Under this assumption Lemma 4.2 shows y i ′′ +r,j ′′ +r = y i ′′ +r,j ′′ −r = y i ′′ j ′′ as a consequence of (4.18) and (4.19). The periodicity (4.25) directly follows from this. Thus the existence of Y satisfying (4.17) has been proved and therefore the commutation relation (3.24) has been shown.
Proof of Lemma 4.2. The proof is similar to the proof of (66) in [F] .
The assumption on λ 0 − v means
By multiplying A i ′′ j ′′ 's defined by (4.18), we have
Hence the equation (4.26) holds, if
00 (u) is even and has a period 2rlη ∈ Z. The condition (4.29) means that for any k ′′ 1 ∈ {0, 1, . . . , r−1} there exists a unique k ′′ 2 ∈ {0, 1, . . . , r− 1} which satisfies
It is sufficient to take k ′′ 2 ∈ {0, 1, . . . , r − 1} such that
which exists uniquely. Equation (4.26) is proved. The proof of the equation (4.27) is similar, because
thanks to the assumptionn Im = 0.
As in §3.3, if there are non-degenerate Q R (u 0 ) and Q L (u 0 ), the Q-operator satisfying the T Q-relation (2.5), the QT -relation (2.6) and commutativity (2.7) can be constructed by (3.31). We do not discuss the non-degeneracy problem here.
Quasi-periodicity of the Q-operator
The unitary operators U a (a = 1, 3) act on ω λ (u; v) defined by (4.4) as follows.
Hence we obtain (4.31)
As in §3.4, the quasi-periodicity of Q R (u) with respect to u → u + 1 follows directly from (4.31):
The quasi-periodicity with respect to u → u + τ is derived using a similarity transformation of S(u) by a diagonal matrix (4.34)
where r ′′ is the integer in (4.28). Note that A i ′′ +2r = A i ′′ because of the rationality η = r ′ 2rl . As a result of (4.31), we have
(cf. (3.37).) Derivation of the quasi-periodicity of the operator Q L from that of Q R is also the same as in §3.4. (Note that Q R (u + 2) = Q R (u) follows from ω λ (u + 2, v) = ω λ (u, v).)
Thus we obtain the quasi-periodicity of the Q-operator
Concluding remarks
We have constructed the Q-operator of the higher spin eight vertex model satisfying
• T Q-and QT -relations, (2.5), (2.6),
• commutativity (2.7),
• quasi-periodicity, (3.41) and (4.36), in two ways. The computations are far more complicated, but, surprisingly the strategies by Baxter and Fabricius for the spin 1/2 case (the eight vertex model) work also in higher spin cases almost as they are. This fact strongly suggests that a representation theoretical structure is hidden behind those technical complicated construction. One clue could be the connection of Fabricius's construction and the generalised algebraic Bethe Ansatz mentioned in Remark 4.1.
Let us make several comments related to other works:
• As in our previous work [T4] the Bethe Ansatz equation for the eigenvalues of the transfer matrix and the sum rule of the Bethe roots (integrality of the sum of the Bethe roots) follow from the above mentioned properties of the Q-operator. We do not repeat the same derivation here.
• The Q-operators for the XXZ spin chain of higher spin were constructed by Roan in [Roa1] , following both ways of Baxter, [B1] and [B2] . The first method is similar to the method in §4. In the same paper other functional relation for the Q-operator and fused transfer matrices are derived, which should be generalised to our elliptic model. (See also [Mo] for a related work.)
• Roan's construction in [Roa2] of the Q-operator for the eight vertex model is similar to that by Fabricius [F] . The main difference is the valudes of parameters. In this context our construction in this paper adds another parameter λ 0 by the use of the matrix M λ (v).
• The Q-operators for the elliptic models with infinite-dimensional state spaces were constructed by Zabrodin in [Z] and by Chicherin, Derkachov, Karakhanyan and Kirschner in [CDKK] . The latter construction (especially in §2 of that paper) seems to have something in common with ours. The relation of our construction and reduction of those operators in [Z] , [CDKK] , [CDS] would be important.
• The non-locality problem mentioned in the last section of [T4] is also present in the construction of this paper, which is inevitable, if one takes Baxter's strategy. It is an interesting question whether completely different approach as in [BLZ1] , [BLZ2] , [Ma1] , [Ma2] , [BS] would be applicable.
• The matrix R(u) is Baxter's R-matrix defined by
Explicitly, it has the form (cf. [T2] Appendix A)
• The indices designate the spaces on which operators act non-trivially. For example,
Although the relation (A.1) contains parameters u and v, the commutation relations among S a (a = 0, . . . , 3) do not depend on them:
where (α, β, γ) stands for an arbitrary cyclic permutation of (1, 2, 3) and [A, B] ± are the (anti-)commutator AB ±BA. The structure constants
2 ) depend on τ and η but not on u.
Let l be a positive half integer. The spin l representation ρ l of the Sklyanin algebra is defined as follows: The representation space is a space of entire functions,
which is of dimension 2l + 1. The generator S a of the Sklyanin algebra acts as a difference operator on this space:
where s 0 (z) = θ 11 (η, τ )θ 11 (2z, τ ), s 1 (z) = θ 10 (η, τ )θ 10 (2z, τ ), s 2 (z) = iθ 00 (η, τ )θ 00 (2z, τ ), s 3 (z) = θ 01 (η, τ )θ 01 (2z, τ ).
In the simplest case l = 1/2, ρ 1/2 (S a ) are expressed by the Pauli matrices σ a . We can identify Θ θ 00 (z + w + (2j − 2l − 1)η, τ )θ 00 (z − w + (2j − 2l − 1)η, τ )
.
The most important property of this sesquilinear positive definite scalar product is that the generators S a of the Sklyanin algebra become self-adjoint:
(A.13) (S a ) * = S a , namely, f (z), S a g(z) = S a f (z), g(z) .
In [ In Appendix B of [T4] (equation (B.14)), we have computed the Sklyanin form of two shifted products of theta functions, using the results by Rosengren, [Ros1] and [Ros2] (see also Konno's work [K] (1 − e 2jπiτ ) 3 . Hence, the Sklyanin form of f ε (λ, −ū, z) and f ε ′ (λ ′ , v, z) (ε, ε ′ = ±, λ, λ ′ ∈ R, cf. (3.13)) has the following form: It has also the periodicity:
because of the periodicity of θ 00 .
In §4.2 we need the Sklyanin form among ω λ (u, v)'s defined by (4.4). The following formula is useful. θ 00 (u + (2j − 2l + 1)η, τ ).
